
Analytical Psychology Press Book Proposal 

Your answers must be concise and need not be in sentence form: for example, you can list 
strengths and shortcomings of comparable books. Your proposal will be reviewed for 
completeness, consistency with the mission of the press, and for quality.  

Time Zone: 

City 

Country 

Email: 

Best telephone number for contact: 

Mailing Address:      

Street or Postal Box       

State or Province 

Postal Code       

Tentative title of your book:  

Have you completed a draft of the book? (Do not submit the manuscript.) 

• If you do not have a completed manuscript, your proposal may be accepted conditionally
pending review of the completed manuscript.

• If you have a completed manuscript, you may be asked to submit it for review.
• We do not review rough drafts, only completed manuscripts that have been fully copy

edited according to the guidelines of the University of Chicago Press.

•What is the primary contribution that your book will make to Analytical Psychology?

•What are you doing differently, in a more innovative way, or better than existing books?

First Name Family Name



Contents 

Abstract of your book. (250 words maximum) 

If available, proposed table of contents with chapter titles (and author, if an edited book) and 
a one-paragraph summary of chapter contents (less than 200 words/chapter summary. You may 
use a separate document .)

Audience(s) 
Scholars (disciplines)? Professionals (fields) Others? Students (if so, what level)? 



Edited Collections: Remember to allow time for revisions to individual chapters once 
contributors have delivered them. 
List the chapter authors, their affiliations, and whether they have agreed to contribute: 

Title
Publisher
Date of Publication
Strengths

  Weaknesses, limitations 

Compare your book 

2. Author(s)
Title
Publisher
Date of Publication
Strengths

Weaknesses, limitations

Compare your book 

3.      Author(s)
Title
Publisher
Date of Publication 
Strengths

Weaknesses, limitations

Compare your book 

Provide a realistic date for when you intend to submit the final manuscript: 

What books will compete with yours? 
List three most important competing titles . What are their strengths and weaknesses? What 
distinguishes your book from theirs?

1. Authors



In what format(s) do you envision your book? 

  Hardback      Paperback     ebook      Color       Black & White 

Approximately how many thousand words in length will your book be? 
Does this include references and footnotes? 

How many diagrams, illustrations, or tables will there be (approximately)? 
Do you plan to include color illustrations? If so, how many? 
Do you plan to include video? 
Would you like your book to have an audio version (which would prepared at your expense)? 

Third party material: Please give a clear indication of content to be included in the book that will 
come from another source (i.e., previously published material or illustrations). Note that it is your 
responsibility to provide digital illustrations and permissions. If your book is based in part on 
journal articles, include the full citations here. 

List any books and chapters of books you have written and the name of the publisher. 
(Include only titles relevant to Analytical Psychology.) 

Professional affiliations relevant to Analytical Psychology: 

Your Recommendations for Reviewers  
List three to five people who would make qualified reviewers for the manuscript. Be sure to include 
affiliations and email. Note that we may not use your suggested reviewers. 



A brief description of your clinical training and experience: 

Have you practiced as a therapist without being licensed?

Was this legal in the jurisdiction in which you practiced?       

Name of Jurisdiction:   

Title under which you practiced: Years you practiced:    

List your past and present professional clinical license(s), license number, date, and status. 

Has a license you held ever been on probation, suspended, or revoked?  

Have you ever forfeited your license to avoid action by a licensing board? 

Have you ever been expelled from a professional organization?  
or given up your membership to avoid action by the organization?     

Are you aware of any professional activity, now or in the past, that could put   
your license in jeopardy?  

Complete the questions on this page if you are or have been a therapist of any kind, licensed 
or unlicensed.
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